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Summary: Developing new therapeutics presents formidable
economic, scientific, and medical challenges that are exacer-
bated by special factors in neurotherapeutics development, e.g.,
the complexity of the CNS with its attendant need to sometimes
affect multiple pathways, the lack of clarity of disease etiology,
inadequacy of available animal models, and difficulties in de-
fining disease populations and quantifying treatment response.
This paper reviews the economic challenges faced by therapeu-
tics developers in general and neurotherapeutics developers in
particular. It discusses key scientific challenges, particularly
those pertinent to neurotherapeutics development, as a back-
ground to proposing a different industrial strategy to drive
future therapeutics development. This Biodesign strategy po-
tentially surpasses previous paradigms by incorporating ele-

ments such as the use of disease modeling to select better
targets and potential therapies, information science-based ap-
proaches to enhance small molecule chemistry, exploitation of
the potential for biological technologies to rapidly generate
mechanistic probes, and development of improved approaches
for using animal models and studying human molecules mech-
anistically and biologically. Synergistic use of these elements
can change the overall business model of companies engaged in
neurotherapeutics development. The Biodesign paradigm has
the potential to both markedly enhance the development of new
therapies and to address some of the economic challenges
facing healthcare systems and therapeutics developers alike.
Key Words: Neurotherapeutics, pharma, disease models, pro-
teins, small molecules.

INTRODUCTION

The pharmaceutical industry must generate novel, ef-
fective, and safe therapeutics that address unmet medical
needs at a cost that is palatable to consumers globally, in
a time frame that allows effective recovery of the invest-
ments in the systems and processes necessary to generate
new products, and in a manner compliant with interna-
tional regulations.

In the long run, return on investments in therapeutics
development must pay for the full economic costs of
development or the process will fail economically and
cease. The seriousness of this challenge can be inferred
from the steady attrition of pharmaceutical companies
large and small, old and new. The economic component
grows steadily each year because of increasing pricing
pressures, costs, generic competition, and regulatory hur-
dles, along with decreasing productivity.

The scientific challenges for therapeutics developers
are great in every area but particularly so in neurothera-

peutics. On one level, new scientific discoveries and
tools create the possibility for a golden age of therapeu-
tics development, in which many long-term scourges of
humankind may be addressed in a fundamental and pow-
erful manner. Yet while we move from symptomatic
treatments to mechanistically targeted cures, we struggle
to base development on fields of knowledge that are
rapidly changing and far from complete and in which our
understanding of the interactions between factors is frag-
mentary at best. Neurotherapeutics developers face un-
usually high failure rates and huge attendant expenses
that must be covered by the small number of therapeutics
that succeed.

The combination of pricing constraints and trends of
increasing regulatory hurdles, falling productivity,
lengthening cycle times, and falling success rates is not
sustainable in the long term. Many developers have fo-
cused on strategies to improve scientific and operational
performance, such as improved collaboration with aca-
demicians and regulatory agencies, better use of technol-
ogies to explore study data and design trials, greater
operational effectiveness in selecting and training quality
sites, monitoring and harvesting data, producing analy-
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ses, and amortization of costs over a wider base by global
registration. Although important, these approaches are
not enough. Issues of discovery and clinical development
strategy must also be addressed. These issues are partic-
ularly pertinent to neurotherapeutics development and
even more so to the development of therapeutics for
neurodegenerative disorders.

A new and better paradigm must be developed for
pharma to succeed economically and medically in the
long term. While incremental improvement of current
approaches can be useful and necessary, a more powerful
and deeply penetrating change is needed to meet the
challenges the therapeutics development community
faces. In the last century, the pharmaceutical industry
progressed from a strategy of observation and serendip-
ity to the current strategy of rational design, which ar-
gues that mechanistic understanding of disease leads to
mechanistically targeted molecules, which works if the
theory of disease etiology is correct. The conceptual
weakness of this strategy is that the map is not the
territory. The systems biology underlying disease is com-
plex, the relevant mechanisms are often multiple, inter-
active, and variable across species, the individual vari-
ability in an outbred human population is great, and the
statistical noise generated by imperfect clinical assess-
ment instruments together are a huge barrier to over-
come. Narrowly targeted molecular interventions based
on simplistic mental maps of the disorder sometimes
work but often run afoul of these complicating factors.

The next strategic approach, Biodesign, potentially
surpasses the performance of the rational design strategy
by embracing complexity by using the capacity of the
immune system to rapidly generate the myriad potential
probes needed to assess the therapeutic potential of dif-
ferent interventions in conjunction with in vivo assess-
ment technologies targeted to the human disease model
and integrated with computerized disease models. Ele-
ments of this proposed paradigm include the use of dis-
ease modeling to select better targets and potential ther-
apies, along with information-science-based approaches
to enhance small molecule chemistry, exploitation of the
potential for biological technologies to rapidly generate
mechanistic probes, and development of different strat-
egies for using animal models and enhanced strategies
and abilities to study human molecules mechanistically
and biologically.

The synergistic use of these approaches will change
the overall business model of companies engaged in the
development of neurotherapeutics as well as other ther-
apeutic areas. The next-generation pharmaceutical com-
pany will be defined by intense, deep, and advanced
focus on specific target diseases, working with defined
populations and specialists to target disease mechanisms
with ever-broadening power. The model will combine
expertise in protein therapeutics and small molecules and

use them interactively in devising commercially viable
therapeutics. This development will both depend on and
generate a new set of relationships and interdependencies
between academicians, regulators, and industry. In so
doing, the Biodesign paradigm may revolutionize medi-
cine and solve the economic challenges facing healthcare
systems and therapeutics developers alike.

THE TERRAIN AND THE PATH FORWARD

In determining the strategy best suited to creating the
next and better generation of medical therapies, it is
critical begin with a map—a conceptual picture of the
terrain, the challenges and obstacles—so that the most
effective path forward can be plotted and followed. This
essay will focus on describing key elements that must be
overcome by next-generation industry strategy because
pharmaceutical development sits at the intersection of
two different concerns. First, there must be an unmet
medical need of sufficient magnitude as to potentially
justify the investments required to generate a novel ther-
apeutic. Second, the basic science or a key observation
must exist to support the hypothesis that some mecha-
nism or molecular target or target process relevant to a
disease exists and is sufficiently defined as to permit
discovery approaches to operate with some confidence of
a potentially successful outcome. When there is an ex-
isting and potential market and a clear scientific strategy
to produce clinically meaningful benefit, industrial pro-
cesses come into play.

Neurotherapeutics development exists within the
larger context of general pharmaceutical development
but has unique scientific and economic challenges and
opportunities that make it one of the most demanding
and high-risk areas for pharma. (Note that the term
pharma is meant in a broad and inclusive sense primarily
to define both the pharmaceutical and biotechnology in-
dustries, although many issues are equally relevant to
device therapeutics.) The economic opportunities may be
great, but success rates are appallingly low, costs of
development are high, and timelines for return are un-
usually long.

THE OPPORTUNITY FOR
NEUROTHERAPEUTIC PHARMACEUTICAL

DEVELOPMENT

The pharmaceutical industry was born in the 19th
century through interactions among analytical chemistry
isolating active compounds from natural substances, or-
ganic chemistry becoming increasingly sophisticated in
modifying those compounds and producing novel thera-
peutics, and the progress of experimental pharmacolo-
gy.1 Historically the industry has evolved with help from
serendipity, hard work from many and singular genius
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from a few. The early successes of the chemotherapeu-
tics era centered on antibiotics. In the mid-20th century,
technological and conceptual advances in biochemistry
triggered an explosion of therapeutics targeted towards
protein receptor and enzyme-target agents. More re-
cently, advances in biotechnology have triggered a cre-
ative burst of protein therapeutics.

Technologies for developing therapeutics have im-
proved dramatically. X-ray crystallography and other
structural approaches help define target shapes with ang-
strom accuracy, allowing for more rational design and, at
its best, virtual chemical design. Automated combinato-
rial chemistry vastly speeds the ability to generate new
small molecules to test against those targets. Various
types of assay chips make it possible to perform tens of
thousands of screenings in an hour. The combination of
a vastly increased array of targets through genomics, the
ability to generate large numbers of potential ligands
through combinatorial chemistry, and the ability to con-
duct automated high-throughput screenings through in
vitro or cell-based assays potentially creates a situation
in which the magic of large numbers may potentially be
more productive of therapies than the older system, em-
phasizing scientific reasoning and critical discourse be-
tween chemists and biologists.1 The recent description of
the human genome and the rapid developments in un-
derstanding how it provides cells with instructions to
produce as many as 300,000 different proteins2 holds the
promise of allowing a fundamental understanding of the
molecular logic of the life process, thereby creating myr-
iad openings for highly targeted and possibly personal-
ized therapeutics. The development of brain imaging
technologies such as positron emission tomography
(PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging opens
the door to more direct and quantitative understanding of
drug effects in humans. Looking at what has been ac-
complished and at the ongoing stream of progressive
improvements across the board, the historical vector
points to a future with remarkable possibilities for ad-
dressing major human health problems in all therapeutic
areas, including neurotherapeutics.

ECONOMIC CHALLENGES FACING
THERAPEUTICS DEVELOPERS

Overall economic success is a requirement
Human behavior is typically driven by a complex com-

bination of competing and complementary motives. Such
motives, which may include interest in science, personal
experiences or concerns, economic drives for reward,
and humanitarian motives, drive resource allocation and
aggressiveness in pursuing goals for any given therapeu-
tics developer. The magnitude of investment required for
success is so huge that it is understood that economic

motives must and—from a societal resource allocation
perspective—should play a strong role. The very fact of
having sufficient resources to pursue large-scale devel-
opment implies economically prudent decisions in the
past to generate those resources. Rational economic in-
vestment presupposes some hope of reward that must be
balanced against risks. If there is huge risk in pharma-
ceutical development, the real impact of successful ther-
apeutics on human lives and national economies is also
huge and therefore pharmaceutical development is po-
tentially filled with rewards that drive the economics of
investment.

Unfortunately, in therapeutics development, it is im-
possible to predict with any certainty whether a given
effort will succeed or fail, therefore costs will be incurred
for both successful and failing programs. For the overall
pharmaceutical development enterprise to continue in the
long term, the income that ultimately results from the
successful development efforts considered in aggregate
must compensate for the costs of and capital for both the
successful and unsuccessful efforts. The same is true for
individual companies. If the revenues produced by suc-
cessful products do not compensate for the fully loaded
costs of development, the costs of capital, and some
profit incentives, the failing enterprise will eventually
become extinct. The difficulty of meeting this basic con-
dition can be inferred from the large number of pharma-
ceutical companies that have failed and disappeared or
been acquired. Companies may merge for reasons of
synergy and/or cost reduction, but the reality is that many
mergers are driven by the need of endangered or nonvi-
able entities to find a stronger partner to secure whatever
residual value their assets contain, values that would be
completely lost if the company went under. Conversely,
the more profitable the successful efforts are, the more
resources available to explore a wider range of potential
projects, including inherently riskier novel approaches.
Where successful efforts are less profitable, fewer re-
sources are available to explore novel approaches and
attention tends to focus on activities that are perceived as
lower risk, such as the development of therapeutics based
on more proven mechanisms (often derided as “me too,”
but conferring some valuable marketplace choices), life-
cycle management of existing products, and acquisition
of products for which better marketing or combination
with the existing business holds the promise of commer-
cial reward.

The economic reward
The human and economic burden from CNS disease is

great and drives the need for significant investments in
therapeutics development. Size estimates of the CNS
market depend in part on the entities considered as neu-
rotherapeutics, e.g., neurologic, psychiatric, pain, anes-
thetics, or drug addiction and abuse agents. In general,
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sales of CNS therapeutics comprise approximately 15%
of total pharmaceutical sales, approximately $30 billion
worldwide. About two-thirds of these sales are for psy-
chiatric treatments; historically, more mechanisms lead-
ing to effective products have been discovered relevant
to psychiatric illness than to neurologic illnesses. Effec-
tive CNS pharmaceuticals have the potential to provide a
huge benefit to patients and economies. For example, the
estimated annual economic costs of anxiety disorders,
depression, and schizophrenia are $47 billion, $44 bil-
lion, and $33 billion per year, respectively.3

These numbers reflect the current market but may
vastly understate the potential market. First, many im-
portant CNS disorders have no curative treatment at all;
thus if a treatment is developed, an entirely new market
comes into play. Second, other disorders have only ame-
liorative therapies that either have limited efficacy or are
associated with significant side-effects that strongly re-
strict their use. More effective or better-tolerated safer
therapies have the potential to dramatically increase uti-
lization and therefore market size. Third, markets cur-
rently served by workable but suboptimal generic thera-
pies have the potential to grow dramatically with the
introduction of more effective or safer proprietary therapeu-
tics. In assessing the economic potential of any prospective
therapeutic, the unmet medical need, the number of poten-
tial patients who could be served by a safe and effective
therapy, the seriousness of the illness, and the disability
entailed must be considered (and all affect the potential
benefit and hence the price of a therapy). An important
concern arises from these assessments. While very well-
developed markets such as the market for antidepressants,
anti-epilepsy agents, or anxiolytics are well-understood and
valued, the market worth for diseases in which current
therapeutics have had less impact, such as stroke or dysto-
nia, is less clearly defined. In this situation there is the
potential for underestimation of market size and consequent
underinvestment.

The economic risk
A few general factors control whether development of

a particular therapeutic is economically feasible. The key
economic determinants of reward are the size of the
market, the real competitive advantages conferred by the
potential new therapeutic, its anticipated patent life
(“marketing life”) and potential price, and the number of
competitors already occupying the market. The key eco-
nomic determinants of risk are success rate, development
time, and development cost.

In general therapeutics development, for every 5,000
to 10,000 compounds screened, typically about 250 will
enter preclinical testing; of those, five will enter clinical
testing and one will win approval by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA).4 Overall, only about 11%
of new active substances entering clinical development

are predicted to reach the market.5 The success rates for
neurotherapeutics, however, are far lower than average.
The relative difficulty of neurotherapeutics development
is illustrated by a comparison of the chance of com-
pounds initiated into human testing to progress to even-
tual marketing across therapeutic areas: anti-infectives,
33%; cardiovascular, 6%; anti-cancer, 6%; and nervous
system, 1%.5 Of equal concern is the fact that neuro-
therapeutic compounds fail late in development (during
phase 3 pivotal testing) far more often than other com-
pound categories. The chance that compounds initiated
into pivotal trials will subsequently progress to eventual
marketing across therapeutic areas is higher, but nervous
system compounds are still dramatically riskier: anti-
infectives, 75%; cardiovascular, 43%; anti-cancer; 32%;
and nervous system, 14%.5 As a rule, pivotal programs
cost about three times as much as the combined cost of
phase 1 and 2 trials. Low success rates late in develop-
ment hugely accelerate the financial risk of neurothera-
peutics development. Of pharmaceuticals that do win
approval, only one in three will produce revenues that
match or exceed development costs.6 The revenue stream
and profits produced by one pharmaceutical will basi-
cally have to pay for the tens of thousands of antecedent
compounds produced, screened, and rejected along
the way.

The length of development time is a key parameter
governing economic risk for the developer. Because the
ability to recoup the massive investments required to
develop a pharmaceutical usually drops dramatically
once it goes off patent, the costs of development must be
recouped while the product is on patent. Longer devel-
opment times directly reduce the number of profitable
years remaining for any therapeutic. In the United States,
it takes 10 to 15 years to move a new therapeutic from
discovery through regulatory approval: around 4 to 6
years for the discovery/preclinical phase, around 4 to 6
years for the clinical phase, and 1 to 2 years for the initial
regulatory approvals. In a patent life of 20 years, that
leaves only 5 to 10 years to recoup the fully-loaded costs
of development and capital. Median development times
vary more on the basis of indication rather than target
organ, i.e., analgesics development is comparatively
rapid but progressively longer times are required for
neuroleptics, Alzheimer’s disease therapies, antidepres-
sants, and stroke treatments. The two biggest factors
leading to prolonged development times are the time
required to enroll enough patients for studies to have
statistical significance and the treatment period needed to
detect an effect. Both factors are particularly acute in
neurotherapeutics development; most therapeutics for
neurodegenerative diseases tend to require relatively pro-
longed periods of treatment and observation to detect an
effect. Additionally, the real cost of a development pro-
gram includes the costs of capital, that is, the income that
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could have been derived had the funds been invested in
a different, lower-risk investment. Long development
times raise capital costs. Analyses by the Tufts Center for
the Study of Drug Development have indicated that re-
ducing the total development time by half will reduce
total costs by 29%.7

Development costs are a combination of fixed and
variable costs. Extensive and expensive discovery re-
sources are needed to explore mechanisms, probe inter-
ventions molecularly, develop therapeutic molecules and
delivery mechanisms, and assess toxicology and other
parameters in detail. Developmental testing of potential
therapies in humans, as controlled by international reg-
ulations, principles of good clinical practices, and other
constraints, involves extensive efforts to conceive devel-
opment plans and protocols, conduct detailed testing in
thousands of patients, capture and analyze all data in
robust and reliable systems, and write extensive reports
and submissions. Cost estimates for pharmaceutical de-
velopment vary widely but were estimated by the Tufts
Center to be approximately $802 million in 2000.8 This
estimate included an average out-of-pocket cost per new
drug of $403 million plus costs of capital; it was further
noted that the capitalized post-approval development
costs raise the overall pre- and post-approval cost to
$877 million.9 This number includes out-of-pocket pre-
clinical and clinical expenses and costs of capital for
preclinical and clinical expenditures for the expenses of
both project failures and successes. These costs have
consistently been driven upward by the progressive in-
crease in the number of clinical trials: from 30 in the
period from 1977 to 1980, to 68 in the period from 1994
to 1995. Similarly, the number of patients per New Drug
Application (NDA) has increased from 1,576 in the pe-
riod from 1977 to 1980 to 4,237 in the period from 1994
to 1995.10 The $802 million figure is likely conservative.
As a cross-check, one could examine the research and
development (R&D) budgets of most major pharmaceu-
tical companies, divide by the portion of the $403 million
related to direct expenses rather than costs of capitaliza-
tion, and get a number of predicted compounds far higher
than the average yearly number of new chemical entities
registered by that company. Even if the $802 million was
considered as fully-loaded costs (including costs of cap-
ital) and divided into the R&D budgets of the larger
companies, the resulting number would be higher than
the average number of new chemical entities registered
by those companies per year. In 2000, for example, 11
major pharmaceutical companies had R&D budgets
greater than $2 billion per year, yet based on current
pipelines and success-rate estimates, predictions suggest
launch rates averaging 1.3 new active substances per
year over the past 6 years.11 As already noted, these
numbers are of all the more concern when coupled with
the realization that the R&D costs are such that only

three in 10 marketed drugs produce revenues that exceed
or match their development costs.12

Industrial investment and productivity
Pharmaceutical R&D investments are high and grow-

ing geometrically. In 2002, members of the Pharmaceu-
tical Research and Manufacturers of America spent ap-
proximately $32 billion on pharmaceutical R&D, which
represents about a 15-fold rise over the past 20 years and
exceeds the National Institutes of Health (NIH) budget of
$24 billion. NIH funding is critically important for the
general advance of health sciences and should not be
underestimated, but a 2001 report by the NIH indicated
that when specific links to pharmaceutical developments
were assessed for 47 drugs with US sales of $500 million
or more per year, only four drugs had been developed in
part with NIH-funded technologies.13 Domestic U.S.
pharmaceutical R&D expenditures exceed those of any
other major industrial sector, even high investment sec-
tors such as computer software and services and the
electrical, electronics, and aerospace industries.

Company-financed research in products affecting the
CNS and sense organs was estimated at $7.3 billion in
2001, significantly exceeding the $3.9 billion expendi-
ture for agents acting on the cardiovascular system and
roughly equal to the combined $7.4 billion expenditure
on products affecting neoplasms, the endocrine system,
and metabolic diseases.14 More than 80% of larger phar-
maceutical companies developing agents to treat CNS
disorders. They focus primarily on larger, more well-
defined indications such as depression, schizophrenia,
and multiple sclerosis, or on underserved indications in
which medical need is high, such as dementias, brain
tumors, or substance use disorders.

Geometric increases in R&D expenditures notwith-
standing, the overall productivity of pharmaceutical re-
search in producing new chemical entities has not in-
creased in proportion to the investment. Over the past 20
years, pharmaceutical research has increased about
1,500% but the number of approvals of new therapeutic
agents has been relatively small, rising from approxi-
mately 20 per year in the 1980s to approximately 30 per
year in the 1990s and currently.15 This failure of produc-
tivity has been partially ameliorated by the wider mar-
kets opened by globalization and regulatory develop-
ments that facilitate more global registrations of
treatments. But the pressures of productivity challenges
are exacerbated by both the competition from “fast fol-
lowers” and the challenge to generate new therapeutics
fast enough to replace those that go off-patent. The abil-
ity of new technologies to rapidly close discovery gaps
once a promising new target for development is proven
greatly facilitates the capacity of fast-follower compa-
nies to exploit the discoveries of innovator companies.
This process is reflected in the progressively reduced
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period of marketing exclusivity and market share en-
joyed by an innovator company before competitors
match the initial breakthrough process. The huge eco-
nomic importance of patent expiration is driven by the
fact that generic production has taken an increasing share
of the U.S. prescription pharmaceutical market.16 Once
the patents constraining the generic use of a compound
expire, the compounds are typically produced by a man-
ufacturer with small costs to recover ($1 million to $2
million for bioequivalence studies) and no requirement
to meet the significant costs required for the development
of next-generation pharmaceuticals. In a sense, the com-
pound passes into the patrimony of humankind, where it
is sold at markedly reduced prices that do not cover the
costs of further research and development. Patent expi-
ration is a huge challenge to innovator companies, in
some cases engendering crisis and the risk of economic
failure.

Many major pharmaceutical companies have recog-
nized the need to double or triple their discovery output
to maintain current profitability and growth in the face of
generic competition.17 High throughput screening has
been portrayed as a major and massive source of new
compounds,1819 yet analyses suggest that actual utiliza-
tion is at only 2% to 7% of installed capacity20 and is not
likely the rate-limiting step. Later issues such as biome-
tabolism and compound toxicology are more important
limitations to discovery output and are being managed by
industrializing the screening process.

Price increases are unlikely to play a significant role in
compensating for the productivity challenge to the phar-
maceutical industry. Because most of the expenses asso-
ciated with pharmaceuticals derive from R&D and mar-
keting costs rather than the specific cost of goods
production, prices tend to be driven by the relative ben-
efit conferred, not the cost of unit production (although in
general the cost of goods is much higher for protein
therapeutics than for small molecule therapeutics and can
constitute a significant portion of the total price). Price
pressures are high. Healthcare expenditures are a large
budget item worldwide. In 1997, healthcare costs as a
percentage of gross domestic product were higher in the
United States than in other major industrialized nations.
Pharmaceutical costs are a small percentage of overall
healthcare costs, about 8% in the United States. On av-
erage, pharmaceutical costs are similar to the average
telephone bill, but are of concern because they dispro-
portionately affect vulnerable segments of the population
such as the elderly. In most of the world, pricing is
tightly controlled by governments at levels that are, in
aggregate, not compatible with sustaining current world-
wide pharmaceutical R&D expenditures. These prices
tend to cause pharmaceutical research to shift outside the
borders of the countries with lower pricing21 and to
decrease availability of therapeutics to patients by slow-

ing introduction of new therapies.22 It can be argued that
pharmaceuticals may actually decrease overall health-
care costs by reducing larger expenditure items such as
hospitalization. But the key strategic implication of this
pressure for developers of neurotherapeutics and other
drugs is the fact that increased costs of research and
development are unlikely to be covered by price in-
creases, and therefore the need to dramatically improve
productivity is inescapable.

SCIENTIFIC CHALLENGES FACING
THERAPEUTICS DEVELOPERS

Genomics
The mapping of the human genome offers a startling

opportunity for the development of new generations of
therapies in the long term. All of the understood thera-
pies currently in use derive from a relatively small set of
targets, about 500.23,24 With the mapping of approxi-
mately 25,000 to 50,000 new targets and the recognition
that there may be as many as 300,000 (or more) proteins
of interest, the number of targets that potentially can be
explored has expanded dramatically. The promise is for
fundamentally targeted treatments, likely coupled with
improved diagnostics to exactly determine the target de-
fect in a given individual. This is very exciting, but the
promise may be long in coming when one considers
some of the challenges. Relatively little is known about
most of these genes. This may be helped by the NIH
Protein Structure Initiative as it identifies 10,000 protein
structures over the coming decade. Similarly, the vast
computational power of new supercomputers may speed
progress in understanding the structure-function proper-
ties of proteins and thereby in facilitating the targeting of
drugs to proteins.

There is an important caveat about even “simple” ge-
netic abnormalities as mechanistic targets. Even a dis-
ease such as cystic fibrosis that is related to a single gene
product has more than 1,000 known mutations, most of
them private (related to a single family) and a few more
common mutations that cause the disease in a larger
number of individuals25; this is unsurprising. A given
molecule may be dysfunctional because it is never made
or has a different Michaelis constant (Km) well above
the natural concentration of its molecular substrate, or
has a maximum velocity (Vmax) well below normal, or
has a normal Km and Vmax but is unusually subject to
proteolysis and has a short half-life, or aggregates with
other proteins differently, or is subject to some other
disruptive factor. The key is to realize that each of these
very different problems may not be solved by the same
intervention. One dysfunctional molecule may be best
remediated by an agent that stabilizes it, while another
may need an allosteric modification to change its affinity
for substrate. Similarly, in thalassemias patients with
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seemingly identical genotypes may differ greatly in se-
verity.26 The protein deficiencies responsible for the he-
moglobinopathies have been well-characterized for some
years, yet the curative therapies are still some time away.

Genomics opens up the possibility of more effective
therapeutics but for many conditions the needed inter-
ventions may in fact require significant individualization.
The development of compounds targeting individualized
therapies is likely to be highly un-economic, particularly
if each such compound is required to meet current reg-
ulatory standards of proof, including the requirement for
study in large numbers of patients.28 This challenge is
even greater when it is noted that most of the large-
market nervous system diseases are thought to be poly-
genic.28 Additionally, the lack of complete concordance
between twins in studies of important nervous system
diseases such as schizophrenia, depression, and multiple
sclerosis highlights the importance of environmental fac-
tors. In the long run, genomics is of great importance in
providing targets and a basis for a better understanding
of which targets matter, but the complexity of the chal-
lenge is sufficient that the long run may too long for
some developers to last.

Specificity
The special challenges of neurotherapeutics develop-

ment begin with the unusually complicated, anatomically
specific, and temporally intense nature of the functioning
of the target organ: the brain. Although all organ func-
tions, from heart and liver to kidney and lung, have
significant inherent complexity, the complexity of the
brain is particularly immense. In the midst of normal
functioning, neurons with patterns of connectivity related
to development but also affected by antecedent experi-
ence interact via intimate connections and communicate
signals based on the fine timing and code of the firing.
The excitation of any one neuron is typically the result of
convergent stimulation from other neurons and in turn
can affect multiple other neurons. Signals flow simulta-
neously to excitatory and inhibitory recipients to then be
transmitted back to the source neuron as a regulatory
signal or to affect the firing of other neurons in parallel
or other pathways. Moreover, the system self-regulates
over time to compensate for changes in input. Because
the bursts of stimulation leading to neuronal firing are
brief, while pharmaceutical levels typically vary slowly
over hours, there is no exogenous chemical delivery
system that could directly excite and inhibit specific tar-
geted neurons in the timing pattern to allow direct mim-
icking of neuronal function. There is no exogenous
chemical targeting system at this time that can directly
stimulate or blockade only a highly specific cluster of
neurons while avoiding effects on other neurons of the
same class where the same signal might have a different
and unwanted effect. Instead, there are two basic options:

to essentially raise or lower the general signal strength in
a given system by the application of agonists or antag-
onists and allow the fine pattern of signal transmission
that was otherwise present to continue in an amplified or
subdued manner, or to enhance or retard the release,
removal, or degradation of an endogenous transmitter to
retain its pattern of release while amplifying or dimin-
ishing its signal. In principle, combinations of invasive
mechanical and chemical delivery systems might accom-
plish greater anatomical specificity but would still act at
a gross level. In some cases, the nature of the system or
the specificity of the receptors is such that a relatively
specific influence over a more general system is possible.
For the most part, however, pharmaceuticals circulating
to the brain have the potential to produce widespread
effects across the brain and the body rather than only
focusing the desired action on a particular nucleus or
nuclei.

As a further complication, the functioning of many
neuronal systems and the pathology in many neurologic
diseases involve complex systems influencing more than
one neurotransmitter. The implication is that highly spe-
cific effector molecules may influence one set of neurons
that are part of a disease process but in their very spec-
ificity fail to affect other systems that are also a part of
the same disease process. The normal course of discov-
ery assessment of molecules generally proceeds on the
principle of creating the most selective molecule—ago-
nist or antagonist—possible. Modification of a given
brain system by a specific effector molecule produces
potential adverse events by stimulating the same target in
other brain regions. For example, the blockade of dopa-
mine neurons by dopamine antagonists that produces
beneficial effects on schizophrenia by affecting the me-
solimbic dopaminergic systems also produces adverse ef-
fects on prolactin levels by blocking tuberoinfundibular
dopaminergic neurons. But because more than one system
may be relevant to a given disease process, the very spec-
ificity designed into the molecule by discovery groups also
precludes the possibility of affecting those other neuronal
systems relevant to the disease. In other words, the effort to
create a molecularly clean and specific “bullet” is likely
to result in decreased efficacy in a situation where more
than one neurotransmitter system is involved in the pa-
thology. It is perhaps not a coincidence that clozapine,
the prototype atypical neuroleptic believed by many to
be the most effective agent for treatment-resistant
schizophrenia has potent anticholinergic, antiadrenergic,
antihistaminic, and antiserotonergic properties.

In principle, one could develop a series of specific
effector molecules to mix and match in polypharmacy to
optimally treat a particular disease or to optimize treat-
ment for an individual; such a system could allow opti-
mization of the exact amount of blockage or facilitation
of each relevant system in a given individual to optimize
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response and reduce adverse events. The reality, how-
ever, is that to be registered for therapeutic use, each
molecule would have to be approved independently as a
therapeutic. Because the more specific molecules are
often likely to be at a therapeutic disadvantage to less
specific molecules already on the market that serendipi-
tously affect a better combination of targets, these ap-
provals would be very difficult to obtain. Hence the
option of producing patient-specific or disease-specific
cocktails that combine the right set of agonists and an-
tagonists seems unlikely. Indeed, by the time all the
approvals had been obtained on all the relevant cocktail
components, the patent life would likely have expired on
some. For small molecules at this time the field instead
seems largely stuck on developing molecules that affect
multiple systems in some relative ratio fixed in the de-
sign of the molecule, in the manner of the design devel-
opment of the various atypical neuroleptics.

Another aspect of specificity relates to the ability of
discovery groups to produce molecules that effectively
interact with new genomic targets. In current discovery
functioning, as a target is identified the company library
of compounds—hundreds of thousands to millions of
compounds—is screened against the target. Compounds
that assay well are studied as possible lead structures and
the most promising are modified and tested, then further
modified iteratively until optimum compounds are devel-
oped. Such compound libraries historically have been
generated by prior programs and as such tend to be
heavily weighted toward compounds hitting G-protein-
coupled receptors, serine proteases, and similar targets
and may not always have the structural diversity and
range of structural complexities that are optimal to meet
entirely new classes of targets uncovered by new
genomic approaches. Improving methods of target-ori-
ented syntheses to find molecules hitting preselected pro-
tein targets or diversity-oriented syntheses to find mole-
cules modulating particular pathways without regard to a
predefined protein target should enhance the ability of
chemists to generate compounds relevant to new mech-
anisms,27 but the challenge of library diversity remains
real. Additionally, rational methods of matching protein
structure to molecular design are based on crystallized
proteins that are likely to have a different shape from
their configuration in vivo and hence are likely to be
misleading.28

Animal models
Modern pharmaceutical discovery is heavily depen-

dent on various disease models yet serious fundamental
questions can be raised about the adequacy of these
models in general. A great deal of work has gone into
characterizing many different animal models for a vari-
ety of CNS diseases in terms of understanding their face
validity, predictive validity, the phenomenology of ab-

normalities observed in the model, and construct valid-
ity, among other qualities29; yet as Horrobin30 has noted,
for any animal model to be relevant to the development
of treatment for a disease, at least three logical conditions
should be met, but they rarely are. First, one should
understand the nature of the animal model in detail (i.e.,
understanding comprehensively why the pathology of
the animal model occurs and the mechanisms and sys-
tems biology). Second, one should understand the nature
of the human disease in detail (i.e., why the pathology of
the human disease occurs and the mechanisms and sys-
tems biology). Third, one should know that the animal
model and the target disease in humans are congruent in
all important respects, because if the animal model and
the target human disease are not congruent in some im-
portant aspect, it is very likely that predictions made with
the animal model will be wrong. In some cases (e.g.,
neurotrauma or some stroke models), a plausible case
can be made for reasonable congruity between model
and human disease. Head trauma models can mimic the
process that induces lesions in humans within the limi-
tations of cross-species differences in reaction to trauma,
and various methods of stroke induction, from ligation to
introduction of clots or microspheres, can induce lesions
similar to those experienced by human stroke patients.
Even in such cases, however, there are still differences in
circulation, species-related responses, the size of the or-
gan affected, and the time course of lesion induction that
may be relevant to the appropriateness of the model.

In most neurologic diseases and almost all psychiatric
disorders, the gap between animal model and human
disease is great and the animal models used in neuro-
therapeutics development do not come close to meeting
the three conditions. Consider the following examples.
First, studies of the biologic effects of molecules focus
on effects on cells in cell culture, cells with a very
different relation to nutritional systems and to their ex-
ogenous environment, and cells with a generally differ-
ent phospholipid composition in their membranes than
cells in vivo.28 Yet the phospholipid composition of a
membrane can easily affect the shape and hence the
binding characteristics of molecules embedded within
them and the relations to nutrients and the environment
are rather different than in in vivo cells with a blood-
brain barrier. Further, in vitro models typically remove
the relevant region from potentially important regulatory
controls. Second, genetic animal models of disease (for
example, animals with gene deletions) are often posited
as indicators, allowing a more comprehensive under-
standing of the relevance of a system to a given disorder.
Yet when the details are examined, a given gene deletion
may have markedly different effects in different strains
of mice.31 If the deletion in a given mouse cannot uni-
versally predict the outcome in all other strains of mice,
how likely is it to predict the outcome in a human?30 This
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is not to dismiss the remarkable science and potential
utility of transgenic mice, but rather to suggest that the
biologic complexity is such that the congruence of ani-
mal and human models is difficult to establish. However
useful, these models are maps with potentially important
differences from the territory of the human disease.
Third, regulation and metabolism may vary across spe-
cies even if certain pathways are preserved. Fundamental
problems with animal models occur across all therapeu-
tic areas but the very complexity of the CNS and the size
and behavioral uniqueness of the human brain make the
problem of congruity loom large for neurotherapeutics
developers. In this sense, animal models for most human
CNS diseases at best can be interpreted as having sug-
gestive value, indicating that a potential hypothesis
should be tested in humans. The clear caveats are that in
neurotherapeutics development the distance between
model and man is large and that human data are far more
likely to be of relevance and use than data from even
multiple animal models.

A further source of incongruity arises from the fact
that interventions in the animal models are often used in
a manner very different from the human model. In terms
of face validity of the model, stroke research could be
considered a good area for extrapolating from animal
data to humans. A stroke intervention may be tested in an
animal using an agent administered before stroke induc-
tion, but is then tested in a human after a stroke occurs.
A stroke intervention in animals may be evaluated by
rapid inspection of the volume of brain infarcted, then
tested in man by using a behavioral rating scale at a very
different assessment time. Important and practical rea-
sons are always cited for why the animal assessment has
to be done in a different way than the human disease
assessment but the reality is that these differences rarely
benefit the predictive validity of the model. In the case
where the animal model does potentially have clear sig-
nificance to the human disorder, investment of effort in
developing the model to allow testing similar to the
planned timing in humans is appropriate.

Many of the most important neurotherapeutic chal-
lenges, such as depression, psychosis, and dementia, de-
rive from disorders with relatively subtle pathology that
are detectable only by detailed neuropsychiatric evalua-
tion. Conversely, many of the animal models used to
assess compounds for neuropsychiatric disorders have at
best a passing plausibility in reflecting on a given disease
and no solid mechanistic foundation to suggest congru-
ity. Models that have shown an ability to detect an effect
generated by a molecule known to be clinically effective
in treating a disease may well be used as screens for
subsequent potential therapeutic molecules even if the
connection between the effect detected and the mecha-
nisms causing the disease is unproven. The flaw is that
the effector molecule may produce the effect in the

model for a reason different from the mechanism that
actually was responsible for its therapeutic effect in hu-
mans. The animal model may be a model for detecting
the molecular perturbation caused by the class of com-
pounds in which it is initially validated, but that utility
says nothing about its ability to detect the utility of a
class of molecules operating by a novel mechanism.
Looking outside the nervous system to progress in dis-
eases such as asthma, what initially was conceived as a
single syndrome is slowly evolving into a complex clus-
ter of diseases with a variety of underlying genetic sus-
ceptibilities, molecular mechanisms, and environmental
triggers that are leading to a focus on distinct underlying
disease states such as atopy and airway inflammation.32

One could easily foresee a similar pathway for a syn-
drome such as depression or schizophrenia, with subse-
quent fractionation of the population into distinct causal
subcategories. In such cases, animal models that are gen-
uinely mechanistically relevant to the disease of interest
could then be developed.

Trial conduct
The challenges in the conduct of neurotherapeutic tri-

als are similar to the challenges experienced in trials in
other specialties. Clinical trials themselves are in general
more similar as project management exercises, but neu-
rotherapeutic trials do present some unusually intense
challenges compared with other areas.

First, extra science is needed with neurotherapeutics to
have confidence that the drug is being tested in adequate
doses in the target organ. With most therapeutic trials the
target organ is in free communication with the circula-
tion and the free concentrations of the molecule gener-
ally reach the target organ. In neurotherapeutic trials,
however, the blood-brain barrier acts as a distorting in-
fluence capable of transporting or blocking a particular
therapeutic. If arterial concentrations are sustained for a
sufficiently long period, the central compartment should
come into equilibrium with the free unbound plasma
concentration, but a variety of sink conditions main-
tained by pH gradients across cell membranes, metabo-
lism, and active transport, among others, can prevent it.33

Neurotherapeutics developers must remember that while
peripheral compartment pharmacokinetic and pharmaco-
dynamic parameters are useful in understanding adverse
events, the time course and extent of exposure of the
central compartment are the main areas of interest for
efficacy. Animal models of blood-brain barrier effective-
ness can be useful in assessing the extent of this effect,
but vary in their predictions and are typically not done in
a manner that allows understanding of the relationship
between the concentrations of free compound in the pe-
ripheral compartment and the simultaneous concentra-
tions in the central compartment.
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In principle, it is possible to estimate the concentration
and time course of CNS exposure to a molecule by
making direct measurements of concentrations in the
cerebrospinal fluid or by indirectly measuring binding of
labeled molecules to brain or displacements of labeled
molecules from brain. The “dynabridge” methodology,
using continuous cerebrospinal fluid sample collection
concurrently with sample collection from the peripheral
compartment and correlating the results with behavioral
effects, is one interesting approach to this problem that
has been used in the assessment of a neuropsychiatric
compound.34

An alternative approach to this problem is to develop
PET ligands that allow the conduct of PET studies to
determine brain binding. Within pharma, the combina-
tion of scientific tasks and contractual/financial arrange-
ments needed to generate materials to conduct PET stud-
ies can easily consume 12 to 18 months. An organized
effort to develop the appropriate ligand, beginning long
before human testing, is required because these data are
most useful early in human testing, to assist in dose
selection and to have full confidence that an adequate
concentration of the compound has been tested; the con-
duct of such studies is now common but not routine. The
risk of conducting clinical studies in humans without
performing the experimental work to understand what
dose and timing is required to achieve a mechanistically
appropriate concentration in the human central compart-
ment is that a molecule that could actually work might
fail in human testing because it never reached the needed
concentration at the target organ or it reached the rele-
vant concentration in a time frame different from the
serum concentration and was not assessed at the right
time. An opportunity cost also results from failing to
attend to the development of appropriate neuroimaging
technologies. PET technologies provide qualitative and
quantitative35 physiologic information and allow a wide
variety of biological markers to be quantified in the
human brain.36,37

Second, the assessment of treatment effect can be par-
ticularly complicated in neurotherapeutic trials. The
brain is complex. An intervention may have different
effects on multiple particular brain regions, reflected in
differential impact on N different dimensions of brain
function. For example, a dopamine agonist may produce
psychiatric effects by its mesolimbic activity, but may
also increase prolactin secretion and produce galactor-
rhea by its tuberoinfundibular blocking activity and mo-
tor effects by its activity on the basal ganglia. More
subtly, a D2 superfamily dopamine antagonist may dif-
ferentially bind D2, D3, and D4 receptors centered in
different brain regions, producing complex interacting
cognitive and affective effects. An assessment instru-
ment such as a rating scale may have more items that
measure one aspect of brain functioning than another or

may weight them differently, and different rating instru-
ments for the same disease may also give more or less
weight to one aspect of brain function than another.
Hence each treatment has N-dimensional effects and
each assay instrument potentially samples some of those
dimensions better than others. Consequently the assay
instrument that best detects the effects of one compound
may not be the best one to detect the effects of another
compound affecting the disease in a different way. Thus
early depression rating scales developed around optimiz-
ing assessment of tricyclic antidepressants may not be
optimal for assessing the effects of a novel treatment,
even if that treatment is more effective on critical aspects
of the disease.

In understanding a molecule, this phenomenon points
out the importance of using a range of assessment in-
struments during early development to better understand
the parameters of function influenced by the therapeutic
agent. A skilled focus on exploratory data analysis eval-
uating where the various instruments agreed and where
they detected differences may help understand how the
compound affects the disease and what assessment in-
struments best detect the compound’s effects. As a prac-
tical matter, for a novel therapeutic it is desirable to have
an efficiently executed trial with near real-time availabil-
ity of data from sophisticated assessments to facilitate
ongoing exploratory analysis of the effects of the com-
pound. A trial design for non-pivotal trials that is double-
blind (patient and investigator blinded) but not triple-
blind (company and academic advisors able to conduct
unblinded exploratory analysis) might optimally allow
prolonged thought, analysis, and discussion to assist
downstream design of subsequent trials without ad-
versely affecting the critical path timelines that are es-
sential to submission and eventual retention of patent
life.

Third, determination of dose, formulation, and regi-
men is particularly challenging in neurotherapeutic trials.
In anti-infective trials, the general level needed to sup-
press or kill a particular organism in vivo may closely
mimic the relevant concentrations from in vitro studies.
In neurotherapeutic trials, however, in addition to the
aforementioned concerns with penetration to the target
organ, assessment of effect is also problematic. Assess-
ments are done at a particular time and often are made
with instruments that are statistically highly variable be-
cause of circadian factors, the interaction between the
investigator and patient, and the fact that compound ef-
fects on the brain may have a different time course than
serum concentrations.

Finding the optimal dose for a compound is very dif-
ficult. Recent developments in statistical design, com-
bined with the availability of central randomization con-
trols create the possibility of improving this problem by
using adaptive designs in trials. Normally in dose-rang-
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ing trials some number of doses and a placebo are allo-
cated across a target number of patients either in equal
proportion or in some fixed ratio. Modern technological
developments combined with near real-time databases
allow for an alternative approach. A trial could be con-
ducted with some fraction of the total number of patients
being allocated to each arm. Those patients can then be
rapidly assessed for effectiveness and/or safety. If the
target is effectiveness, for example, after the initial co-
hort is treated, some relative efficacies may be noted in
the various arms. These effects may be real or artifacts
seen in small samples because of significant random
variability. Nonetheless, the randomization schema
could then be modified to have a higher probability of
assigning patients to arms that are showing an effect and
a decreased but nonzero probability of assigning patients
to arms that show futility. As the trial proceeds, arms that
initially look positive would be subjected to more strin-
gent testing by preferentially having more patients as-
signed to them. If the compound is genuinely efficacious,
these arms will likely hold up and show a more robust
and well-tested effect. If these arms appeared more pos-
itive purely by chance, the additional number of test
subjects would likely dilute the chance effect and show it
as spurious. As ineffective arms reached the point of
futility, i.e., having no significant chance of showing an
effect that would reach significance, they would be
closed or have fewer patients assigned to them, allowing
the other patients to be assigned to arms that have a better
chance of detecting an effect. In some cases such an
approach could be completely automated and blinded
and likely fully acceptable for pivotal registration trials.
More complex modifications may require guidance by a
monitor and could potentially be useful, but unblinding
and human intervention could also lead to regulatory
rejection as biased. The regulatory and statistical risks of
automated or manually assisted adaptive randomization
clearly require careful study-by-study consideration, but
the benefits—in time, money, and reduction of risk to
human subjects—are potentially great.

The Biodesign strategy
A mix of innovative approaches being tried in drug

development as separate pieces have the potential to act
synergistically to resolve or ameliorate some of the eco-
nomic and scientific challenges discussed above. Con-
sidered together, a new strategy, Biodesign, has potential
to allow us to progress past the limitations of the current
rational design strategy centered entirely on small mol-
ecules. The term Biodesign does not equally apply to all
components of this new strategy but it seems apt none-
theless in that the focus is on using probes generated
biologically to assess human disease. Four components
of this strategy will be discussed separately, then the
synergies of their combination will be considered along

with an assessment of the major impact this model may
have on the future of the therapeutics development part-
nership between academicians, industry, and regulators.

DISEASE MODELS

In biologic reality, every pathological process is the
physical result of a dysfunction or of multiple interactive
dysfunctions of one or more processes. Diseases are
thought initially to be the result of one dysfunctional
system, which is explored and found to have some de-
gree of relevance. As the science evolves, other systems
affecting the disease are discovered. Interactions be-
tween the systems are explored and the literature be-
comes dense with the myriad details and hypotheses
underlying the integrated pathophysiological process of
the disease. Scientists focused on a particular disease
have their own mental maps of the key processes and
interaction points based on their own scholarly reviews,
the reviews of others, and the particular window on the
disease opened by their own research experience. Pre-
dicting which interventions will actually work to change
the manifestations of a disease is a difficult exercise.
Systems show biological redundancy and regulatory con-
trol mechanisms can be multiple and complex. Blocking
one path may not produce the desired result because
alternative paths compensate. In no therapeutic area is
this more problematic than in CNS disorders. The time
scales of drug effects may be very different from the time
scales relevant to the pathology underlying the disease.
Integrating these and other relevant variables to predict
response is a major challenge.

Disease models essentially attempt to scour the liter-
ature for all relevant information bearing on known as-
pects of the pathophysiology of a disease and explicitly
synthesize the lines of causal events to create a model
that dynamically describes all relevant regulatory mech-
anisms of the disease process and links elements by
differential equations.38 By integrating clinical, genomic,
proteomic, physiological, and other biological data in
silico in a computerized platform, it should be possible to
capture the control principles of the system with ever-
higher degrees of completeness.39 The model can be
tested by assessing predictions against experimental data
and can be enriched by the ongoing addition of experi-
mental data. In a sense, the models derive from “reverse
engineering” of the disease, identifying known manifes-
tations, reasoning back to the relevant causal mechanistic
pathways, nesting detailed subsystems with control and
context defined by the behavior of the larger disease,
incorporating new relevant pathways as they are discov-
ered, and explicitly mapping how perturbations of un-
derlying causal pathways should impact on the disease.38

With the initial set of conditions representing the initial
disease state as a baseline, the goal is to simulate the
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subsequent behavior of the system in a process termed
biosimulation40 to allow researchers to ask “what if”
questions of the model.

An analogy has been made to the complex process of
airplane design: “If Boeing made airplanes the way the
pharmaceutical industry makes drugs, you’d see them
making many different designs, flying them, and then
mass-producing those models that didn’t crash.”41 Such
a model would not work economically for Boeing and it
is not working optimally for pharma. Better use of the
ability to assist the effectiveness of human intellect by
empowering and embodying it with explicit models is
one underpinning of the future of pharma. In the Biode-
sign paradigm, the disease model is the intellectual core
used to integrate all data collected from in vitro, animal,
and human experimentation. The predictions obtained
from disease modeling are only as good as the model but
the explicit nature of the model facilitates correction
when erroneous predictions are made. Doubtless devel-
opment of an effective disease model for any disorder,
from epilepsy or Parkinson’s disease to panic disorder or
attention deficit disorder, would be a financially and
intellectually intense and expensive investment, but the
power of the model to suggest increasingly more pow-
erful interventions would well cover its costs.

One important implication of the Biodesign strategy is
that companies would focus on disease areas rather than
on molecular platforms and would invest heavily in de-
veloping increasingly sophisticated disease models in
their areas of interest. In fact, a highly sophisticated and
developed disease model would become the core intel-
lectual property of the pharmaceutical company (much
as the patent estate is now) and the center of deliberations
internally and with academic collaborators. The posses-
sion of a sophisticated model would allow synergistic
interaction between discovery and clinical colleagues be-
cause it would constitute an integrative mechanism, com-
bining the results of animal data collected with the result
of assessment of various probes. Moreover, such a model
would suggest interventions to be tried in humans and
could be modified as the results of those interventions are
captured from patients with different stages and severi-
ties of the target illness.

Such models would have multiple applications. One of
the most promising applications of this approach is to
examine the logic of a disease and to predict which
interventions at which part of the disease would be most
likely to produce desired downstream effects on disease
manifestations, facilitating the otherwise lengthy target
validation and selection aspect of pharmaceutical devel-
opment. Another intriguing aspect of this approach is
that it potentially offers an opportunity to assess the
impact of agents that affect multiple pathways to see if
they are synergistic, thereby presenting a possible solu-
tion to the specificity challenge noted previously.

An underlying advantage of the disease model is that
it forces a movement away from simplistic and reduc-
tionistic models of function and disease and toward an
integrative model. Disease is a reflection of complex
processes and the more explicit the processes can be
made, the better the chance for a rational intervention.
One might picture the truth as an intricate stained glass
window that has been shattered. A person focused on a
particular mechanism or process can look through a frag-
ment and claim, “I see the truth and the truth is green,”
but another can disagree, saying “I see the truth and the
truth is red.” Both are right and neither is right. The truth
is a complex composite that contains the information of
both but exceeds it by the interaction of the pieces. Al-
though singular geniuses may be able to attain a scholarly
comprehension exceeding a model, the model has the ad-
vantage of allowing collaborative progressive hypothesis
generation, testing, and growth, and does not preclude en-
richment with the insight from singular geniuses.

EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE

Experimental medicine groups within pharma perform
a variety of roles. In the context of the Biodesign strat-
egy, the role of experimental medicine is to develop the
methodologies and tools needed to safely answer key
questions about disease processes in humans, to
strengthen the disease model, and to undertake studies in
humans intended to assess the biological impact of ther-
apeutic interventions.

On one level, many experimental medicine questions
fall into the realm typically associated with clinical phar-
macology departments. Is the compound absorbed and
what is its concentration time course? Does the com-
pound penetrate to the desired site of action for the
appropriate period of time and at the desired concentra-
tion? For example, does an antagonist penetrate to the
CNS compartment at concentrations sufficient to pro-
duce the blockade desired? Does the compound mecha-
nistically do what it is intended to do? For example, if the
compound is a cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 inhibitor, does
it in fact show evidence of inhibiting COX-2 in the target
organ? Does the compound exert a biological effect? In
the best of all possible worlds, one would want to know
if it produces a biological effect that is specifically caus-
ally relevant to the disease of interest. Because the full
mechanistic causal chain is not always known in CNS
diseases, it may not be possible to specify a key causal
element. If the compound does not produce any biolog-
ical effect on systems it should affect and does not mimic
biological effects that were important causally in the
animal models used for earlier assessment; however, the
probability of producing a profound effect on disease
seems less than optimal.

On another level, however, the role of experimental
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medicine goes beyond that of a typical clinical pharma-
cology assessment by assessing risk factors in an interven-
tion. Many therapies are known to have class-associated
limiting toxicities. For example, some thiazolidinediones
are known to be associated with varying degrees of hep-
atotoxicity.42 If a compound of this class is being devel-
oped, it would make sense to perform the key experi-
ments needed to rule in or rule out the possibility that a
compound has an unacceptable level of class-associated
limiting toxicities very early in development. This would
better protect larger numbers of future subjects from
exposure to toxicity and reduce the probability of expen-
sive late-stage failure.

In the Biodesign model, experimental medicine is ac-
tively involved in further developing the disease model.
It would collaborate closely with discovery, analytical
chemistry, a biomarker laboratory, and clinical pharma-
cology functions in developing sophisticated technolo-
gies to allow collection of information about the com-
pound and its effects on human physiology and disease
relevant to the model. Information from pharmacokinetic
and pharmacodynamic relationships in the peripheral and
central compartments could be assessed using markers
derived from biochemical, neurophysiological, pharma-
codynamic, or neuroendocrine biomarkers, or from im-
aging technologies such as PET, single-photon emission
tomography, and magnetic resonance spectroscopy, or
on functional brain imaging or assessment technologies
such as magnetic resonance imaging, electroencephalog-
raphy, or magnetoencephalography. Clinical staff famil-
iar with the human disease, academic advisors familiar
with the disease and with the biology underlying the
selection of biomarkers, and discovery scientists familiar
with the results of animal models all have significant
input into the model and into the design of experiments,
but it is also true that the detailed design and conduct of
these highly specialized trials requires intense expertise
in itself, expertise that needs the organizational support
and rootedness that an experimental medicine group
provides.

BIOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGIES

The third part of the Biodesign strategy centers on the
development of protein probes to test normal physiology
and disease in humans both to enrich the model and the
insight it yields into the targets for therapy and to poten-
tially become therapies in themselves. The potential for
biologics both as drugs and potential probes has been
recognized.32 The major weight of pharma personnel and
financial resources have focused primarily on the small
molecule side, on producing “white powders” of highly
defined molecules rationally designed and created to hit
some specific target or targets. The rise of the biotech-
nology industry, with its intense focus on protein thera-

peutics over the past 20 years, has been an important
complementary development. In 1999, a total of 59 re-
combinant proteins and monoclonal antibodies were
available.43 In 2001, more than 35% of the 37 new active
substances launched were protein therapeutics.44 The
power of rationally engineered proteins is becoming in-
creasingly evident.

The development of protein therapeutics can begin
with a naturally occurring protein acting as a preselected
“lead” compound. However, a natural protein evolved by
nature for one role and the ideal protein therapeutic may
have some additional characteristics. For this reason, the
lead protein may be modified to produce variant proteins
as a therapeutic with more desirable characteristics that
influence key features such as mechanism of action, ef-
ficacy, adverse events, stability through purification, for-
mulation, storage and administration, solubility, and pro-
duction costs. Routes of modification may include site-
directed mutagenesis and phage display. For example,
structures can be modified to become substantially more
robust to oxidative stress, changes in solution and pH,
and temperature, or to replace cysteines with serines to
reduce disulfide bond formation. Similarly attachment to
polyethylene glycol, fusion to proteins with long serum
half-lives, alteration of oligomerization state, glycosyla-
tion, and modulation of receptor-mediated uptake and
turnover can markedly alter the pharmacokinetic proper-
ties of a molecule.45 Many engineered molecules are
currently being marketed, e.g., aldesleukin (Proleukin),
interferon �-1b (Betaseron), insulin lispro (Humalog),
insulin aspart (NovoLog), and peginterferon alfa-2b
(PEG-Intron).

As technologies have developed, the opportunity to
manipulate the protein sequence and/or composition,
driven by specific hypotheses, has increased.45 It is re-
markable that rational protein design has progressed to
the point where proteins can be produced with novel
mechanisms of action. For example, interleukin-6 and
vascular endothelial growth factor, both 4-helix bundle
cytokines, have been engineered to function as receptor
antagonists rather than agonists.45 One concern with pro-
tein therapeutics, particularly therapeutic proteins de-
rived from non-human sources, has been the develop-
ment of harmful immune responses. Increasing interest
has focused on deriving therapeutics from human pro-
teins that are less likely to stimulate an immune response.
Approaches to date include humanization of murine an-
tibodies, mutagenesis of peptides that bind class II major
histocompatability complex alleles, and mutagenesis of
epitopes in the protein structure that are particularly im-
portant in stimulating the immune response.

The rational design of protein therapeutics has the
potential to use systematic and quantitative engineering
approaches46 for structure-based sampling followed by
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high throughput screening of a protein library. As hy-
potheses are identified, probes must be generated. In the
long run, small molecules may be ideal for purposes of
manufacture and marketing. However, the speed of de-
velopment of protein therapeutics argues for a strong
capacity to rapidly generate the molecules as probes and
potentially as therapeutics. For example, if an antagonist
for a particular molecule is required, monoclonal anti-
body probes for testing the hypothesis might be more
rapidly generated than small molecules could be synthe-
sized and allow hypothesis testing with a greater assur-
ance of safety. As interest focuses on new molecular
targets that are very different from the serine proteases,
G-protein-coupled receptors, and similar families of tar-
gets on which most pharma libraries were developed, the
structural diversity of protein therapeutics might be used
to create antagonist and agonist compounds as powerful
probes. The structural diversity of the protein probes and
the increasing ability to modify and design their func-
tionalities will facilitate a biological way to design ther-
apeutics. These probes may develop into therapies in
their own right but also serve the purpose of validating
whether a particular target is worth pursuing with the
resource-intensive processes needed to develop small
molecule therapeutics. Because failure rates for new tar-
gets are high, by eliminating the poor targets more
quickly the protein probes would facilitate a more fo-
cused and cost-effective small molecule effort.

Protein therapeutics have additional attractions as
probes and as therapies. Protein therapeutics can be de-
veloped more quickly than small molecules, in the range
of 2 years rather than 4 years. While pharma discovery
libraries may have a limited number of potential shape-
probes to test against new genomic targets, protein ther-
apeutics are capable of rapidly generating extraordinary
shape diversity. The Cambridge Antibody Technology
Group has created a library of approximately 10 billion
different molecules,32 a size that dwarfs any other small
molecule library. And immunogenicity aside, protein
therapeutics are degraded by normal proteolytic pro-
cesses, reducing the problem of active metabolites,
which complicates the development of small molecule
therapeutics. The manufacture and cost of goods of pro-
tein therapeutics presents challenges and corresponding
economic advantages in terms of not being as susceptible
to generic competition, which complicates their econom-
ics as therapeutics, but their speed of and safety for
development as probes is clear. The penetration of pro-
tein therapeutics across the blood-brain barrier is a sig-
nificant challenge but one that can be addressed; protein
therapeutics have been shown to penetrate to the brain
and in an animal stroke model prevented the slow pro-
gressive death of neurons.47

MEETING THE CHALLENGE WITH
BIODESIGN: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE

FUTURE

The use of protein-based probes and therapeutics as a
basis for the evolution of the pharmaceutical industry has
been considered.32 A target molecule can fail in more
ways that one. More than a thousand different problems
have been noted in the gene underlying cystic fibrosis.
As highly targeted protein therapies are developed, the
initial molecules will most likely target the most com-
mon defects. Subsequent lifecycle management will
likely consist of developing additional molecules that
target successively less-common molecular defects.
These new therapies might be independent products or
might be added to a cocktail, as study results indicate.
Therapies are likely to be highly individualized and may
be delivered through specialists rather than generalists.
The corporate structures based on marketing high-vol-
ume blockbuster compounds that work overall for a pop-
ulation but fail in many subjects will be replaced by
structured delivery of high-utility therapies with mark-
edly superior efficacy to smaller numbers of patients for
a given therapy. The structure of marketing, advertising,
and relations with healthcare providers and patients will
change markedly in an environment of individualized
medicine. Advertising may play a lesser role and sophis-
ticated diagnostics a greater role in determining which
treatment a patient receives.

An underlying theme of all of these considerations is
the need for greater intelligence in the way neurothera-
peutics are developed. We need to better understand the
target diseases, animal models, the relation between the
models and the diseases, and the interaction between
therapeutics and the diseases and models, and generally
have a more thoughtful, explicit, hypothesis-driven ap-
proach to therapeutics development. While the intellec-
tual assets within pharma are significant, intellectual as-
sets in academia and in the clinic are just as important.
With the shift in focus from platform-based intellectual
property to disease-model-based intellectual property,
pharma needs to engage the intellect of a wide base of
disease experts outside the corporate world. Conflicts
between academic responsibilities and corporate confi-
dentiality can and must be addressed in a manner fair to
the involved entities and society. The cost of failure is
too high to permit anything less than engaging the best
minds. Development of better remote-presence interac-
tions such as internet-assisted meetings, methods for se-
cure sharing of electronic data, and alternative employ-
ment relationships such as retainer-based hiring of
academicians or investigators seem likely. Companies
unable to move beyond the “not invented here” mentality
will succumb in the competition with companies that are
open to engaging the best and the brightest.
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Another key implication for this model is that the
relationships between regulators and developers will de-
velop more as an interactive partnership. Why? The na-
ture of the Biodesign model includes a lot of early hy-
pothesis testing and developmental work conducted in
healthy subjects and volunteer patients as the model is
developed and its predictions are tested. Investigators
and developers are responsible for conducting well-de-
signed, safe, and ethical research, but regulators have a
key oversight responsibility for ensuring public safety
and accountability in the process. An ongoing interac-
tive, consultative relationship in which the data are fully
and transparently available to regulators is the best way
to ensure public safety. Data management will likely rely
on a rolling, continuously updated database with trans-
parency of analysis and built-in electronic fidelity mea-
surements such as audit trails and access controls. The
continuous safety evaluation of therapeutics based on
some sort of sampling access to electronic medical
records with appropriate privacy safeguards is also a
likely point of collaborative interaction and dialectic be-
tween therapy developers and regulators.

SUMMARY

Stakeholders in neurotherapeutics development—pa-
tients, advocates, clinicians, academicians, industrial de-
velopers, and regulators—all want therapies that are
more effective, safe, and cost-efficient. The current ex-
plosion of scientific knowledge presents an incredible
opportunity to create the needed new generation of ther-
apies. The current system of pharmaceutical develop-
ment is plagued by low rates of success, huge costs, long
cycle times, and more fundamental challenges in deter-
mining how to incorporate a future of individualized
therapies into a workable business model. Economic
challenges are matched against equally severe scientific
challenges with molecular diversity, compound specific-
ity, animal models, and trial conduct. A series of inte-
grated strategic changes, the Biodesign strategy, presents
a potential solution to this challenge by building future
corporate discovery strategies around a core informa-
tional approach focused on a sophisticated disease model
coupled with hypothesis testing. Experimental medi-
cine’s capacity to use biologically designed protein ther-
apeutic probes has the potential to build future pharma
on highly diverse compounds with any range of speci-
ficities nature can generate for testing in animals and
humans linked to the model. Molecules so developed and
vetted will enter into full-scale clinical testing without
many of the problems that underlie current low success
rates and with higher safety parameters. Effective trial
execution using the best of modern adaptive design ap-
proaches should allow confidence in results assessment if
the mechanism being tested lives up to its mechanistic

promise with clinical results in the selected relevant pop-
ulation. Subsequent development may proceed with the
protein therapeutic and/or may be accompanied by a
small molecule development program in parallel.
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